HØRNING cares about the environment
and sustainable forestry.
HØRNING is naturally FSC-certified.
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Hørning Parket A/S
Hardwood floors through generations
The story of HØRNING began in 1929, when J.M. Jensen started manufacturing solid wood flooring in his workshop
– thereby laying the foundation for the fine craftsmanship traditions, which continue to play a defining role in our values
and in our company profile even today.
In 1940 Arne Jacobsen designed the parquet pattern for the HØRNING wood floor that was to be installed in the
Aarhus City Hall – even today the floor is still there. Since then HØRNING floors have been installed in the airports
of Copenhagen, Stockholm, Bergen, Venice and Amman, in the National Library in Madrid, in the Opera House in
Copenhagen, in the Prime Minister´s Department as well as thousands and thousands of private homes, thus
cementing HØRNING´s position as a supplier of high quality, exclusive flooring in Denmark as well as globally.
Late 2012 HØRNING was strengthened through the acquisition of the activities from the company Woodfloor. The
unique qualities of the two companies have now been merged into one brand: HØRNING. This has led to a deeper
as well as a wider range of products. Woodfloor has supplied floors for prestigious buildings like the Royal Theatre of
Denmark, Aros Art Museum, the head office of KPMG and the Stockholm Globe (Arena). HØRNING can deliver solid
parquet and plank floors, all kinds of solid wood flooring, engineered floors, Inline, outdoor wood floors etc. We also
deliver unique solutions for prestigious building projects as well as quality floors for private homes. Besides the flooring
we deliver skirtings, stairs, glue, oil, maintenance products etc. etc.
This brochure will give an introduction to our different types of flooring, which can all be used in constructions with
subfloor heating as long as the requirements are met. More detailed information in regards to types of woods,
dimensions, possibilities, installation etc. can be found on www.horningfloor.dk.
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Hørning Parket A/S
References
The Culture Yard, Helsingør, AART

Aarhus City Hall, Arne
Jacobsen and others
Ny Carlsberg
Glyptotek,
Copenhagen,
Vilhelm Dahlerup

Head Office of KPMG, Copenhagen, 3XN

The Playhouse, Copenhagen, Boje Lundgaard and others

DR Concert Hall,
Copenhagen,
Jean Nouvel

Hotel Koldingfjord, V. & B.S. Ingemann

The Opera House, Copenhagen, Henning Larsen
Ministry of Environment,
Copenhagen, Axel Berg

The Danish Parliament, Copenhagen, Thorvald Jørgensen
Santa’s Workshop, Greenland,
architect unknown

DR City (Danish Broadcasting Corporation),
Copenhagen, Vilhelm Lauritzen
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Middelfart Savings Bank, 3XN

We are proud of our long list of references, which we regard as a valuable
heritage. Through generations we have worked with the most excellent
architects, contractors and installers in Denmark as well as globally.
A few selected references are shown here:

The Stockholm Globe (Arena)

Copenhagen City Hall, Martin Nyrop
Roskilde City Hall, TNT Architects

The House of Craft,
Copenhagen,
Arkitektgruppen Aarhus

Lighthouse, Aarhus, 3XN
The National Library, Madrid, Fransisco Jareño y Alarcón

ARoS Art Museum, Schmidt,
Hammer & Lassen
The National Bank, Copenhagen, Arne Jacobsen

Oslo Courthouse, Terje Grønmo

Børsen, The Stock Exchange, Copenhagen, The brothers van Steenwinckel
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Custom made solutions

Old Estrup Manor

Old Estrup Manor was initially the property of Count Jørgen Scheel – one of the richest men in Denmark at his time.
Today the manor has been turned into a museum and as part of an extensive refurbishment the architects wanted to
recreate the original floor from the 18th century in the dining room. However nobody knew the design of the original
floor. It is assumed that Count Jørgen Scheel was inspired by the royal buildings of his time due to his close relation to
the king of Denmark. The inspiration for the new HØRNING floor at Old Estrup Manor was found in drawings from the
royal Hirschholm Castle, which no longer exists. The result speaks for itself – the floor is a fusion of past and presence
and without a doubt it will survive for generations.
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Old Estrup Manor

Private home

HØRNING is the supplier of floors for many private homes, too. The client for this
floor had a dream of a very special floor – just with a design, which didn´t exist.
Together with HØRNING a hand sketch was drawn first – after that samples were
made, then the design was adjusted and the procedure was repeated until the client
was absolutely satisfied. The client got his personal floor that completes the interior
decoration and the classical architecture of the property.
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Private home

Custom made solutions
The unique floor

Arne Jacobsen was not a man who
chose the compromises – not even when
he designed the Aarhus City Hall, which
was inaugurated in 1941. HØRNING was
chosen as supplier of the floor, which Arne
Jacobson had designed in every detail
showing patterns, different shades and
dimensions. The special design gives the
floor a three-dimensional appearance and
after 80 years in use it still looks stunningly
beautiful.

Aarhus City Hall
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In a world dominated by standardized products, we are privileged to be able to produce floors that are custom made to the individual needs and wishes of our clients.

HØRNING floors may be produced and combined in an endless number of
variations. Our aim is to pass on the pleasure of unique and personal solutions
and we can only do so by focusing completely on our key words: Quality, flexibility
and service.
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The Herringbone pattern
The exclusive look

HØRNING products are based on solid craft traditions. Every single block passes
through many sets of skilled hands before it is incorporated into our unique and
highly characteristic herringbone pattern floors with their unrivalled HØRNING finish.
Herringbone parquet brings an exclusive atmosphere and personality to any room.
Such a unique floor has to be carefully installed with pattern blocks in fixed dimensions. Oak is the preferred wood species for this type of floor, but as always working
with HØRNING there will be ample opportunity to choose between different woods
and types. Our herringbone blocks in the well known 65.5 mm width, is today a
classic product but as we have our own production facility, we also offer special
sizes and great flexibility.
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Solid parquet blocks
Endless possibilities

Royal pattern

Tradition and good craftsmanship alone are not enough, and HØRNING has
therefore established a unique quality management system. All our employees are
responsible for the high quality of our products. As a result of this our products have
the smallest tolerances in the market.
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Ladder pattern

Solid parquet blocks can be installed in pattern
or as random lengths. The pattern can be
herringbone as shown on the opposite page –
English pattern, Ladder pattern or even Royal
pattern.

English pattern
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Solid plank flooring
The genuine plank floor

HØRNING plank flooring looks magnificent and highly exclusive. We can supply
many different types of both light and dark wood species, different widths,
combinations with rubber lists, skirting boards in contrasting colours etc. etc.
We have a wide range of solid plank flooring – more than 10 different wood species.
Our floors may be mixed in an endless number of combinations and so it is possible
to offer custom made solutions to every client.
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Origin plank flooring
In large format

Douglas

Oak

HØRNING Origin plank floors are produced from wood which has been carefully chosen and certified. It comes
from centuries- old trees from German forests. Quality takes time and up to two years may elapse from the tree
has been cut till the floor planks are ready for installation.
This unique, solid floor is supplied in particularly large dimensions. Thickness up to 35 mm, width up to 40 cm
and length up to 16 meter. The species are Oak and Douglas.
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Having installed this unique floor the room will appear larger – you will see it as
longer and it will inspire visitors. The room will be transformed.
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Inline parquet
Expressive and indestructible

Inline is available in a number of different wood species, also as NATwood Oak.
NATwood is a patented production process in which the wood is heated and filled
with natural resin/waxes. This provides the wood with an extreme hardness, better
resilience and the wood will even expand and shrink less.
The floor is surface treated with oil or lacquer from factory, after it is profiled, which
gives a very beautiful result almost without visible joints. The many small strips
almost give the expression of a big roaring sea.
Inline is a patented product from our partner Tilo in Austria. It is an exclusive type
of edge grain parquet which, however, is much faster and less expensive to install,
as it is delivered sanded, filled and surface treated. Inline consists of small strips in
10 mm thickness connected to each other in rows for a module with tongue and
groove on four sides.
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Industrial parquet
A robust solution

Industrial parquet (edge grain parquet) is very durable and suitable for
areas with heavy traffic. Sanding can be carried out many times, as the
product has no tongue and groove.
Industrial parquet made from small solid strips with the edge turned up.
The strips are usually 8 or 23 mm in thickness. The strips are assembled
in modules held together with tape.
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End grain floor
Elegant squares

This floor gives a very elegant and unique
impression – mainly because of the many small
blocks, which are put together.
End grain floor is made of solid blocks, cut
opposite the grain structure with the annual
year rings exposed on every piece. The floor is
extremely hard and durable and very suitable
for areas with heavy traffic.
The blocks are supplied in various dimensions
depending on wood species and raw material
available.
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End grain mosaic floor
The fast solution

End grain mosaic flooring is just like end grain
floor small solid blocks, which are cut opposite
the annual year rings. Unlike the traditional
end grain floor the end grain mosaic is already
placed in a Square pattern or English pattern
on net on delivery.
The floors are supplied in various dimensions
depending on wood species and raw material
available.
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Mosaic parquet
Stylish patterns

Give the room a stylish look with mosaic parquet in English pattern,
Square pattern or Parallel pattern.
Mosaic parquet is solid hardwood blocks, which are delivered as pattern
panels on net. It is a solid, robust and durable floor.
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Strips
Slim staves

Strips are solid staves which are slimmer and smaller than our classic solid parquet
blocks.
Different to parquet blocks the strips are delivered without tongue and groove and
can be delivered as single strips or as pattern panels on net in English pattern,
Square pattern or Parallel pattern.
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Castle Planks
A “Royal” floor
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Castle planks from HØRNING are engineered floors made to order and
made from exquisite materials in a particularly strong construction, which
may not change the building into a castle, but which will give the room a
royal look.
Castle planks are available in Oak, Ash and Douglas with different surface
finishes. It has up to 6 mm wear layer and the core is solid exterior birch
plywood. The thickness is 16 or 20/21 mm and a number of different
widths from 180 to 300 mm and up to 3 meter long can be supplied,
some even longer!
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Engineered floors
The economic choice

Engineered flooring can be found in varying quality. Very often you will go for the best buy and try to reduce
spending. HØRNING doesn´t make compromises. We ensure only high quality and even great value for less.
HØRNING engineered flooring can also be delivered with 6 mm wear layer!
Our engineered products are available as 1-strip or 3-strip flooring for floating floors as well as for installation
on joists. A number of wood species, in thickness of 14/15/22 mm with a wear layer of 4 or 6 mm can be delivered. It is even possible to get different widths, lengths as well as different types of finishes in oil or lacquer.
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Outdoor planks
High quality decking
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Even when it comes to outdoor floor design HØRNING is in front with
high quality products. The typical wood species are Balau, Cumarú, Ipé,
Kurupay, Teak or Thermo treated ash, which are all hard-wearing and
long lasting – with a life time up to 50 years or more.
HØRNING offers different types of outdoor decking – e.g. Exterpark with
the unique invisible fastening system. This patented solution ensures that
there are no visible screws or fittings and it even ensures optimum water
drainage. The planks overlap to eliminate gaps and glance between the
planks is impossible.
HØRNING outdoor decking is available in different sizes
– typically 20 x 100/120/140 mm in different lengths.
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